Directions from Narita Airport to Kashiwanoha Campus Station [By Train]
Arrive at the Narita Airport
After clearing immigration and customs, go down to the underground
level to find the railway stations.
Narita Airport/Airport Terminal 2 Station: Narita Sky Access Line (Access
Exp.)
Take an "Access Express" train on "Narita Sky Access" line (it shares
the station entrance with "Skyliner" and "Keisei" trains. Make sure that
you are taking a "Access Express" line, not the other ones)
http://www.keisei.co.jp/keisei/tetudou/skyliner/us/timetable/
Higashi Matsudo [東松戸]: Transfer to JR Musashino Line [JR 武蔵野線]


Get off at the Higashi Matsudo station and transfer to JR Musashino



Line, which is color-coded in orange
You need to go out of the ticket gate of Narita Sky Access Line and



enter the JR section.
Take a JR Musashino Line train heading to Shin-Yabashira [新八柱],
Shin-Matsudo [新松戸], and Fuchu-Honmachi [府中本町]
(NOT a train going to Nishi-Funabashi or Tokyo)

Minami Nagareyama [南流山]: Transfer to Tsukuba Express Line [つくばエク
スプレス]


Get off at the Minami-Nagareyama station and transfer to Tsukuba

Express Line (you need to go out of the ticket gate again and enter
the Tsukuba Express station)
 Take a Tsukuba Express train going to Moriya [守谷], Tsukuba [つく
ば] etc.
(Please note that "Rapid 快速" trains do not stop at the KashiwanohaCampus station, but "Semi-Rapid 区快" or "Local 普通" trains do.
Check the electronic display inside the train, and if it doesn't stop at
Kashiwanoha-Campus, you need to transfer to Semi-Rapid or Local
train at Nagareyama-Otakanomori[流山おおたかの森（＃12）] station.)
Kashiwanoha Campus [柏の葉キャンパス] (Station #13)
Get off at the Kashiwanoha-Campus station. After exiting the gates,
turn left to the west side(西口). You will find the stops for university
shuttle bus and Tobu bus services, and the taxi stand close to the
station.
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Notes:
-

You can find elevators in the transfer stations (Higashi-Matsudo and MinamiNagareyama) between all levels, which may help you carry your baggage.
(It's bit slower than taking escalators, though.)

-

Every time you enter a station gate, including one at a transfer station, you
must buy a ticket. A “Pasmo” prepaid fare card (http://www.pasmo.co.jp/en/ )
will save you from this hassle. With this rechargeable e-card, all you need to
do is to scan the card at the gate (on entry and on exit). The train fare is
automatically deducted from the prepaid card’s balance at the station gates.
You can purchase a card from the ticket machines at the Narita Airport/
Airport Terminal 2 Station.
http://www.keisei.co.jp/keisei/tetudou/skyliner/us/faq/index.php
To get a new card, you need to pay a deposit of 500 JPY, which will be
refunded when you return the card. The card is used for trains, subways,
buses, vending machines, some shops and convenient stores, and our
campus co-op shops and cafeterias.
There is another prepaid fare card named “Suica.”
http://www.jreast.co.jp/e/pass/suica.htm. These two brands, which are
operated by different railway companies, are basically interchangeable. You
can purchase a Suica card at JR stations.
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